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strategic

Impacts

direction

What will we achieve?

Strategies
How will we do it?

Environment

Framework

NZ On Air is here to serve
New Zealand audiences.
Digital media platforms,
with their endless information
and entertainment options,
have irrevocably changed
audience behaviour and are
contributing to audience
fragmentation.

Our strategic framework describes our long-term focus:
careful adaptation to environmental change.

Most New Zealanders now have internet access;
data consumption and mobile platform use
continue to increase rapidly. Television and radio
still deliver the largest audiences, but it could
be argued that their functions are being reframed
from content controllers to content curators
or aggregators.

The Vision
Diverse, relevant
local content
– New Zealand
on air
Newer platforms, in particular, provide fresh
opportunities for innovative content.

A cornerstone of NZ On Air’s investment
strategies, derived from our public broadcasting
roots, is that publicly-funded content is available
free to audiences. Another is that we go where the
audience is, irrespective of platform or technology.

We work in a highly collaborative industry
and have a long history of initiating successful
partnerships. We will continue to work – and
enjoy exploring new options with – other agencies
with complementary mandates.

The Mission
To champion
local content
that engages,
stimulates and
satisfies intended
audiences

Maintain a balance of varied
mainstream and special
interest content
Ensure a sound business case
supports each funding decision

Intended audiences are
generally satisfied with
our investments
Well-balanced mainstream
and special interest content
Investment reflects changing
audience behaviour
Industry trends are tracked

Seek more mileage for music

Strategic
Objectives

Nonetheless, what remains true amid this
volatility is the quest by audiences for quality,
relevant content.

The sector business environment is volatile.
Rapid change to New Zealand’s technology
options and demography, in particular, means that
audience behaviour and expectations are changing
quickly. A challenging business environment,
after the global financial crisis, means that our
content partners have restricted co-investment
options and less appetite for diversity.

Figure 2:
Strategy delivery

Figure 1: Strategic framework

While our mandate is cultural, our investments
also have clear business benefit and create
skilled jobs. The associated economic impact on
other sectors (e.g. tourism, hospitality, facilities
and equipment, the wider screen and music
industries) is also important. For example,
television production can be seen as the ‘engine
room’ of screen production, helping underpin
the skills training, infrastructure, work flow and
creative development necessary for successful film
making. Producers own the intellectual property of
funded content and can market it both here and
offshore. In music, our support adds opportunities
for recording professionals, music video makers
and tour promotion. A radio hit can boost record
sales and build audiences for live shows and tours,
stimulating the wider music economy.
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External Factors
A flexible statute

Our Drivers
Clear focus:

in the content
outcomes business

Informed
contributors:

knowledgeable
in our fields

Funding constraints

Continual
improvement:

open to new ideas

Increasing flood
of global content

Responsible
stewards:

careful with
public funds

Economic pressures
on industry

Friendly faces: collaborative and
people-focused

Fragmented audiences
A rapidly changing digital
environment

Foster greater collaboration in
community radio

What will we do?

Test different and diverse
digital initiatives

Invest in diverse, relevant
local content

Be a respected source of
information and expertise

Maximise available funding
through skilful investment
and collaboration
opportunities

Better understand our intended
audiences’ needs

Explore and maximise
digital opportunities

Spirit:

positive – we love
what we do

Delivery

Economic
contributors:

actively consider
economic growth
goals

Fairness:

fair, transparent and
simple processes

We deliver our strategies by way of an annual work
programme. We divide investment into screen content
(television and digital media) and sound content
(radio and music).

Our Values
Innovation:

new ideas, creativity, quality production standards

Diversity:

people, projects, platforms

Skilful investment:

cost-effective content reaching intended audiences

We use a mix of investment models ranging
from fully contestable content funding rounds;
to issuing specific requests for proposals;
to considering annual funding for selected
entities to provide related services such as
captioning or online content curation; to ringfenced and monitored funding for public radio.

We continually seek to improve performance
and service delivery so we remain abreast of
change. We summarise our strategy delivery
in Figure 2.

